BREAKTHROUGH THOUGHTS

THE END OF
OVERHEAD
Enterprises strive to eliminate
expertise-oriented overhead and improve
the productivity of knowledge workers.

By Charles E. Lucier
and Janet D. Torsilieri
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age goods companies like Procter &
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quired, response times are reduced,

panelboard or switchboard (which
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are usually partially customized) had

most complex (often most critical) de-

ees are happier because they make

to wait a week or two for the distribu-

cisions to the real experts. Internal

the decisions themselves. In our work
with clients, two concerns are usually expressed: will the quality of decisions be reduced, and can control be
maintained?
Our experience is that, in fact,
standard approaches to routine decisions improve quality, even for complex issues like pricing, where most
companies depend on expert judgment. For example, one leading building-products manufacturer that had
made decisions about the pricing of
commercial bids by a time-consuming
consultation process involving centralized pricing experts and the field
sales force shifted to an analytically
based pricing structure (and supporting tools) that could be imple-
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ditionally conducted research for liti-
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vision of labor will be as profound for
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less time to deliver a better set of un-

the knowledge age as the process-

Owens-Corning reduced overall costs

derstandings.

based division of labor was for the industrial age. Companies will both
eliminate expertise-driven overhead
and better manage the productivity
of knowledge workers. Line workers
benefit from increased scope and a
greater ability to serve customers.
Customers gain speed, flexibility and
lower cost—whether they make decisions on their own or in concert
with well-equipped and knowledgeable line workers. Finally, the apparent losers—today’s expertise-based
overhead—can win either by shifting
to the line in their current business or
by joining a business that provides
&
SB
truly leading edge expertise.
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